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Beneficiaries of Gino's Legacy
Expedition to the Watkins Bjerge-Gunnbjmns Fjeld

(Plates 26-28)

D ifficulty of access protected Greenland's highest summits from
bootprints for some time after they were discovered by Gino Watkins

with N H D'Aeth of the RAF on 1st September 1930, during a survey
flight as part of the British Arctic Air-Route Expedition. Even though their
flight-path reached no closer than 70 miles from the massif, it established
that the high point of the Arctic lay here. Watkins never had the chance to
climb in this region and, ironically in the light of his stated preference for
the use of local nomenclature where possible, the government of Denmark
posthumously conferred the name of Watkins Bjerge on these mountains.

During Martin Lindsay's 1934 British Trans-Greenland Expedition,
which crossed the ice cap from west to east and then continued SW along
the ice cap edge to Ammassalik, the position of 'The Monarch' (as he
referred to the highest peak) was fIxed by ground survey with considerable
accuracy. The mountain has also been called 'Hvitserk', old Norse for 'white
shirt', in sailing directions, but as a result of further aerial surveys was
fInally re-named 'Gunnbj0rns Fjeld'. The account of its fIrst ascent by Jack
Longland, who was a member of Lawrence Wager's 1935 expedition, makes
interesting reading, with a description of the long approach from a diffIcult
landing at the complicated fjord coast of East Greenland. This contrasts
strongly with the contemporary entry using ski-equipped aircraft which
has become more or less the norm for access to the 'roof of the Arctic' .

The recent trend towards a concentration on Gunnbj0!ns Fjeld has left a
multitude of other fIne but untouched summits still available to those
wanting to tread new ground. With this in mind the members of the 1999
Tangent Expedition to the Watkins Bjerge pored over aerial photographs
and the splendid new map (1: 100,000) which became available in 1998.

Our group of fIve travelled to the impressively located town of Isafj0rdur
in NW Iceland from where, during the night of 16-17 June 1999, we flew
in a ski-equipped Twin Otter aeroplane across the Denmark Strait and its
extensive pack-ice to make a gentle landing at 0330 in bright sunshine. We
made our fIrst camp here, at N68°50.569' W29°23.277' near the head of the
Woolley Glacier at 2560m. Fewer than fIve other groups have ever visited
these eastern parts of the Watkins Bjerge so we were confIdent of fInding
some worthwhile objectives. As we pitched our tents the sun travelled
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along a low arc across the northern sky, reminding us that there would be
no darkness during our stay amid these impressive peaks.

The next day brought mist and light snowfall but we left the tents to ski
out to the Bear's Claw group of peaks to our east where we made the first
ascent of Forefinger, 3367m (10th highest in Greenland), by its narrow
north ridge. The weather clearance we had hoped for failed to materialise
before we descended so we were unable to get a good look around for our
efforts, but we had made a positive start so skied back happily to camp. On
19 June, in an attempt to accustom ourselves to a night-time climbing regime
in order to avoid the softer snow conditions of the day, we left camp at
2030 heading NE across the glacier to reach some more unclimbed
mountains. Again in mist, we gained height up a ridge where it was difficult
to decipher the corniced edge, negotiating a couple of rock steps with loose
blocks to get onto the twin summits of Terra Nova Peak, 3020m. From
there we had to descend a convex slope of deep snow for two rope lengths
in an exposed position to gain the narrow continuation arete which led
across cornices to the next summit, Flash Point, 2960m. The earlier mists
dissipated to leave us in beautiful raking sunlight with extensive views into
untravelled terrain, allowing us to spend time orientating ourselves. We
completed our horseshoe traverse by going down another ridge, then skiing
easily back to the tents, reflecting on our three successfully finished first
ascents.

The next night we set off to attempt an ascent of Julia, 3455m (Greenland's
7th highest peak). Making height on skis across its eastern flanks, we
progressed ste<:tdily up to a high point of 3200m where we realised the
weather was working towards a change for the worse. As we made our
decision to turn around, high winds gusted up and masses of spindrift were
whipped up. We skied back down, struggling at times to cope with the
wind. Unfortunately the weather then set in, confining us to camp for the
next three days, with exercise limited to bouts of digging to clear the tents
of drifted snow.

On 24 June, eager to be active again, we stepped onto skis to set out in
the direction of Paul-Emile Victor (aka 'Mound'), 3609m (4th highest in
Greenland). This was a particular ambition for Gordon Downs, our oldest
member at 64, who professed not to be a climber but a ski-tourer. In fact he
proved himself capable of coping with all of our peaks and eventually went
home a very happy man. We wound our way up glacial bays avoiding
obvious crevasses and, after some hours, found ourselves skinning up the
final gentle slopes to the summit plateau. Across to the NW the summit
block of Gunnbj0rns Fjeld seemingly floated above a sea of cloud, a
handsome mountain to behold. Splendid running on deep powder took us
back down to camp, reminding us that steeper ground might have to be
treated with care and caution for a while.

For our next outing we decided to try to reach a superb-looking, elegant
arete on an unclimbed peak, so on 25 June we skied out eastwards to get to
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the toe of the ridge. We climbed quite quickly and directly up to the summit
of Midnight Peak, 3249m, but this time in very cold conditions despite the
sparkling sunshine of the night. Scott, Gordon and Jon chose not to linger
on the top and reversed the route of ascent. Sandy and I opted to find a way
down the steep east ridge to make a full traverse of the mountain. Eventually
we worked our way into a col below a striking neighbour summit but
encountered very deep powder deposited here in the recent days of poor
weather. This gave us some unpleasant wading to exit a glacier combe to
rejoin our friends and our skis.

As we had arranged for our ski-plane to pick us up from near Gunnbj0rns
Fjeld we now made a decision to move our camp - the satellite telephone
we had with us refused to work so we could not in any case have
communicated any change of plan. In addition we reasoned that we might
never get this close to the peak again so we may as well try to reach it. In
the course of striking our camp and organising our gear into pulk-Ioads, we
unshipped our polar bear deterrent rifle and indulged in a brief spell of
shooting practice, although the net effect of lightening our loads by a few
bullets didn't make life a whole lot easier!

During the evening of 26 June we set off along the easy gradients of the
wide Woolley Glacier, using peaks in Knud Rasmussen Land to the north
as steering guides. In a 1O-hour journey with a few stops for food, we trans
ferred ourselves for 2S kilometres, reascending a tributary glacier to make
a final camp at 2220m, N68°S4.942' W29°43. 738', convenient for attempt
ing Gunnbj0rns Fjeld and other peaks and easily accessible for an aero
plane. After a rest day, some of which was spent in telemarking on nearby
slopes, we left camp at 1900 on 28 June to ski up towards Gunnbj0rns
Fjeld. From a high shelf at 3300m we cramponned up onto the narrow
crest of the SW ridge, passing rock outcroppings on steeper ground until
we could rise more easily to the summit, 3693m, which we reached at 0400.
The air was still and the sun glanced across the vast landscape spreading
round all points of the compass. Although a relatively easy ascent it was a
fine place to be - Gordon was beaming. To the west, beyond the immense
Christian IV's Glacier, stretched the Lemon Mountains and the Lindbergh
Fjelde ranges; in the north the ice cap and the dark peaks of Knud
Rasmussen Land; to the east the rest of the Watkins range, then the bulk of
Ejnar Mikkelsens Fjeld, backed by ranges of mountains for which no maps
are available - evidence of what remains for those of a curious or adventur
ous bent. When we had photographed and stared to our heart's content,
we retraced our steps down to the skis. From there we set off on 10 kilo
metres of magical ski-running on firm surfaces, putting in hundreds of turns
on the way back to camp to complete a very happy 13-hour round trip.

Late on 30 June we ventured forth again on skis to get up the side glacier
separating Dome 3682m and Cone 3669m (2nd and 3rd highest in
Greenland) and made an attempt on Dome by climbing along its NE ridge.
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This was fine until we ran into very disconcerting and unstable windslab
poised at the top of a convex arete flank.. After testing it in a pit we decided
to retreat and turned back downhill. Tired now, only Sandy and I made a
brief excursion up towards Cone, but similar conditions led us to follow
the others to ski back to camp.

Running out of time by now, we passed 2 July in packing up our gear, to
the accompaniment of noisy avalanches as very hot sunshine stripped the
snow cover from surrounding peaks. We visually traced possible lines on
mountains ringing our camp - who knows if this reconnaissance will in
time be of use to us? After a cold night we sat and waited, and just before
1300 on 3 July we heard the drone of engines. Suddenly the Twin Otter
flashed into view and swooped down onto the glacier. We soon had it
loaded and the pilot took it up off the ice in only 15 seconds of take-off run.
Turning across the superb summits of the Watkins Bjerge in turbulent air,
we were soon heading out over the ocean pack-ice en route to Iceland to
close another rewarding Arctic adventure.

Summary: Tangent British Expedition to the Watkins Bjerge-Gunnbj0rns f
Fjeld, East Greenland, 14 June - 3 July 1999. I

Members: Scott Umpleby (AC) leader, Dr Jon Dallirnore, Gordon Downs,
Sandy Gregson, Jim Gregson (AC).

First ascents:
Forefinger
Terra Nova
Flash Point
Midnight Peak

3367m
3020m
2960m
3249m

N68°48.392' W29016.979'
N68°51.717' W29018.857'
N68°51.717' W29020.015'
N68°51.000' W29016.000'

Repeat ascents:
Paul-Emile Victor (Mound)
Gunnbj0rns Fjeld

3609m N68°48.681' W29033.461'
3693.65m N68°55.111' W29053.970'

Attempts were made on: Julia 3455m, Dome (Qaqqaq Kershaw) 3682m,
Cone (Qaqqaq Johnson) 3669m
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26. Descending the NE ridge of Dome (3682m), also known as 'Qaqqaq Kershaw', Watkins Bjerge.
(Jim Gregson) (P80)



27. One o'clock Peak (3256m) seen from Midnight Peak (3249m), Watkins Bjerge.
(Jil11 Gregson) (p80)

28. Twin Otter coming in to land at Gunnbj0rns Fjeld. (Jim Gregson) (P80)
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